
ABOUT TROX MIDDLE EAST

Having been active within the Middle East since the middle 70’s, TROX Middle
East (LLC) was setup as a direct subsidiary of TROX Germany.
We were pleased to establish this under the sponsorship of Mohammad Al
Bassam whose intimate knowledge of the region has been invaluable to us.
Since that time we have enjoyed much success in supplying our products to many
prestigious projects throughout the Middle East.
These include supplying to the Burj Al Arab Hotel, the Etisalat HQ Sharjah,
several major projects at Dubai Airport, the Mall of the Emirates, the Guest Palace
at Bait Al Barakah Oman, the ADIA HQ Abu Dhabi, Hamad International Airport in
Doha, The Burj Khalifa tower and the Louvre Museum in Abu Dhabi.
  
Our premises provide us with warehouse facilities enabling us to both hold stock
of commodity items such as standard grilles & Diffusers, and also to engage in
assembly of some products. This enables us to supply the market with quality
TROX products sourced from the various companies within the TROX group at
competitive prices and with a much quicker availability. Together with this we
have a large showroom that displays a comprehensive range of TROX products,
together with an Air Flow Studio.
Here we can demonstrate TROX technology and show many of the various air
distribution systems available, including Chilled Beam applications. We can also
provide working mock-up testing of various products and system. These facilities
will enable us to demonstrate how a comfortable in-door environment can be
created by using TROX expertise. Showing what is available and what can be
achieved we hope to increase the quality awareness and thus give a positive
impulse to the Middle East market in general. We will be in permanent contact
with the TROX laboratories in Europe to provide quick solutions and accurate
data.
As part of our own Air Conditioning System we have incorporated Multi Service
Chilled Beams within our own Board Room to demonstrate this systems suitability
for use in this part of the world.
It has provided TROX with a center of excellence for the whole Middle East
Region and facilitates the introduction of much needed new technology and
innovation into the building services industry. 
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